Real-time applications require latencies on the order of a millisecond with very high reliabilities, paralleling the requirements for high-performance industrial control. Current wireless technologies like WiFi, Bluetooth, LTE, etc. are unable to meet these stringent latency and reliability requirements, forcing the use of wired systems. This paper introduces a wireless communication protocol based on network coding that in conjunction with cooperative communication techniques builds the necessary diversity to achieve the target reliability. The proposed protocol is analyzed using a communication theoretic delaylimited-capacity framework and compared to proposed protocols without network coding. The results show that for larger network sizes or payloads employing network coding lowers the minimum SNR required to achieve the target reliability. For a scenario inspired by an industrial printing application with 30 nodes in the control loop, aggregate throughput of 4.8 Mb/s, 20MHz of bandwidth and cycle time under 2 ms, the protocol can robustly achieve a system probability of error better than 10´9 with a nominal SNR less than 2 dB under ideal channel conditions.
I. INTRODUCTION
The Internet of Things (IoT) promises to enable many exciting new applications in healthcare, robotics, transportation and entertainment. In particular, for real-time applications that are interactive and immersive or involve machine control, reliable communication protocols with latencies around 1ms are crucial [1] . Techniques used by existing wireless standards are fundamentally ill-suited for low-latency and high-reliability [2] , [3] .
Wireless channels are inherently unreliable as movements of objects in the environment cause the channel to change over time. Diversity is the primary tool to overcome unreliable channels.
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(a) Star message flow topology (b) A generic message flow topology where one of the streams originating at C1 has two subscribers: S1 and S2. The availability of a large number of nodes in the network naturally creates opportunities to harvest spatial diversity. Cooperative communication techniques have been well studied in the wireless literature. Inspired by these cooperative communication techniques, our earlier works [4] , [5] introduced a cooperative communication protocol (dubbed "Occupy CoW") to meet the stringent QoS requirements. In this paper 1 , we use network coding with our cooperative communication protocol. Network coding is generally used to increase network throughput, sometimes at the cost of increased latency, but we show how to use network coding to use this improved throughput to decrease latency and reduce SNR. We show that integrating network coding with cooperative communication brings down the SNR required to meet the QoS requirements even more than the original cooperative-communication approach under ideal conditions.
The protocol in this paper ("XOR-CoW") targets a local wireless domain where nominally all nodes are in range, but fading might cause a pair of nodes to be unable to hear each other. The traffic patterns (referred to as "information topology") considered are generic -any message 'stream' might have several destination nodes (called subscribers) and there are several such streams in a network. Within a short period of time (referred to as "cycle time"), every stream needs to deliver one packet reliably to each of its subscribers. The information topology can be arbitrary -something naturally centralized like a star topology as shown in Fig. 1a (e.g. with a central controller talking to many sensor/actuators collecting streams of measurements and sending streams of commands) or something more generic as in Fig. 1b . The XOR-CoW protocol can support any arbitrary traffic but its performance peaks when the information topology is bidirectional (such as a star). This is due to the inherent two-way traffic that naturally facilitates opportunities for network coding.
II. BACKGROUND

A. Recent development in 5G protocols
The current vision of 5G wireless standard not only focuses on increasing capacity and energy efficiency, but also on reducing latency. Tactile applications demanding latencies on the order of 1ms may be enabled by using mmWave frequencies [7] , [8] . Recent works like [9] concentrate on the proposed 5GETLA radio interface and show that latencies below 1 ms for payloads of size 50kb are achievable provided a bandwidth of 100MHz is available. Though the targeted latency is on the same order as required by industrial control, they do not consider reliability guarantees or retransmissions. The feasibility, requirements, and design challenges of an OFDM based 5G radio interface that is suitable for mission-critical MTC (machine type communication)
is discussed in [10] where various modulation schemes as well as different MIMO configurations were considered. They concluded that for interference mitigation, multiple receive antennas were crucial. In similar spirit, the coverage and capacity aspects based on evaluations considering both noise-limited and interference-limited operations for MTC were considered in [11] . Several works have studied the suitability of various signaling strategies for low-latency applications.
Specifically alternatives for OFDM have been considered to relax synchronization requirements and reduce out-of-band (OOB) transmissions such as Filter Bank Multi-carrier [12] , Universal
Filtered Multi-carrier [13] and Generalized Frequency Division Multiplexing [14] . In this paper, we do not consider explicit signaling strategies and push it for future work.
B. Industrial Control
Communication in industrial control is supported by wired fieldbus systems like HART, PROFIBUS, WorldFIP, Foundation Fieldbus, and SERCOS [15] meet these requirements. Several wireless extensions of these fieldbus systems such as [16] , [17] (as well as WirelessHART [18] and ISA100 [19] ) which are based on wireless sensor network (WSN) techniques have been developed. They have worst-case latencies on the order of hundreds on milliseconds [20] making them unsuitable for high-performance control applications. WISA [21] targeted wireless control by employing frequency hopping techniques but it achieves latency on the order of 10ms with a reliability of 10´4 [22] , which fails to meet the reliability achieved by wired fieldbuses.
C. Cooperative communication and multi-user diversity
In our prior work [5] , we discussed some of the relevant references on cooperative communication and multi-user diversity in detail. Low-latency applications that we target cannot use time diversity since the cycle time can be shorter than the coherence time. Additionally, TDMAbased schemes for industrial control considered in [23] , [24] do not scale well with network size. Commonly used frequency diversity techniques in WSN-inspired technologies [25] like channel hopping and contention-based MACs aren't sufficient to obtain the required diversity as they cause unbounded delays. As there are multiple nodes in the system, harvesting cooperative, multi-user diversity is a viable option. Cooperation amongst distributed antennas can provide full 1   2   3   Time 1  Time 2  Time 4  Time 3 No Network Coding -need 4 time steps diversity without physical arrays [26] . Even with noisy inter-user channels, multi-user cooperation increases capacity and leads to achievable rates that are robust to channel variations [27] .
D. Network Coding
The seminal work of Ahlswede et al., [28] showed that regarding information to be multicast as a "fluid" to be routed or replicated in general is not optimal and employing coding at nodes can lead to efficient use of bandwidth. This idea was further studied in [29] , where a forwarding architecture for wireless mesh networks to improve throughput by introducing a coding layer in between the IP and MAC layers was proposed. They provide a practical implementation of network coding into the current network stack, addressing the common case of unicast traffic, and dynamic and potentially bursty flows. Recent results in [30] show that using randomized spacetime block coding (RSTBC) in two-way relay networks improves throughput by exchanging data through a bi-directional relay network. Like most works using network coding, we aim to increase throughput which translates to lower latency. Fig. 2 illustrates how we use network coding combined with simultaneous retransmissions in our work. Essentially, if there is a natural viability for XORing then, only those nodes with the necessary packets help by broadcasting the XORed packet.
The proposed wireless communication system combines cooperative communication and network coding techniques to achieve the desired QoS requirements by exploiting multi-user diversity and distributed space-time codes (such as those in [31] - [33] , so that each receiver can harvest a large diversity gain) to achieve high-reliability and low latency. The key idea here is that relays simultaneously broadcast coded packets (as long as they are coding the same set of packets).
III. PROTOCOL FRAMEWORK
The XOR-CoW protocol exploits multi-user diversity as well as side information at destination nodes by using simultaneous relaying combined with network coding to enable ultra-reliable communication. The general setup considered is that the network consists of n nodes and each message stream (size m bits) must reach its possibly many destinations within a cycle of time T . As we discussed in Section I, the information topology can be arbitrary.
A. Resource assumptions
We make a few assumptions about the network, channel characteristics and hardware to abstract away some of the details and to support the exposition. These assumptions hold for all schemes discussed in this paper. The following assumptions are the same as the ones made in [5] for "Occupy CoW" protocol.
‚ We assume a local domain -that while normally, the nodes are within range of each other, bad fading events can cause transmissions to fail. Errors are caused only by bad fades.
‚ All nodes know the information topology. They share a universal addressing scheme and order. Messages are of the same size and they contain their destination addresses.
‚ Channels are assumed to be reciprocal. All nodes are half-duplex, but can switch instantly between transmit mode and receive mode.
‚ Channels are assumed to be quasi-static and remain the same during a cycle.
‚ Channel sounding to aid channel estimation is assumed to take a constant fraction of the cycle time T . All nodes are assumed to estimate channels that are being sounded.
When multiple nodes simultaneously broadcast a message during the relaying phase, they would not need to spend time again sounding each channel and can do a short combined sounding as the intended receivers only need to identify which of the nodes that it can hear are transmitting.
‚ Clocks on each of the nodes are perfectly synchronized in both time and frequency. One could achieve adequate synchronization with low overhead by adapting techniques such as [34] . Thus we can schedule time slots for specific nodes without significant overhead.
‚ The protocol relies on time/frequency synchronization to achieve simultaneous retransmission of messages by multiple relays. We assume that if k relays simultaneously (with consciously introduced timing jitter 2 ) transmit the exact same information, then all receivers can realize signal diversity k.
B. Overview of Occupy CoW Protocol Framework
We briefly summarize the Occupy CoW protocol which would be the benchmark protocol for comparison purposes. For a detailed description, refer to [5] . The XOR-CoW protocol shares the same network setup and aims to meet the same requirements as Occupy CoW. In the Occupy
CoW protocol, the source of different message streams transmit the message in a round-robin fashion. After all messages have been transmitted once, each message is then re-transmitted simultaneously by all the nodes which have the message (either the source or nodes that decoded the first transmission) using some appropriate distributed space-time code (DSTC) again in a round-robin fashion. Consider how this would play out for a star information topology as shown in Fig. 1a . There is a downlink and uplink phase (corresponding to the first time the messages are transmitted) of length T D 1 and T U 1 respectively. This is followed by a scheduling phase where all "strong" nodes get to know the state of each message (whether it has reached the intended destination or not). This is followed by the relaying phases -first the downlink phases II (length which allows these nodes to participate as relays in the uplink phases. The uplink phases II (length T U 2 ) and III (length T U 3 ) are similar to their downlink counterparts. The protocol can either have two hops -such that there are only two downlink and uplink phases or three hopswhere there are a total of three downlink phases and three uplink phases (as described above). is a bi-directional traffic, the paths of 'success' in both direction are the same. When we have such bi-directional traffic patterns, then relay nodes can 'XOR' the packets and broadcast the resulting packet simultaneously using a DSTC as shown in Fig. 2 . This is what we leverage in XOR-CoW -opportunistically network code packets. Network coding also provides throughput benefits (and as a result reduction in latency or reduction in SNR needed) when the traffic patterns are multicast (messages need to reach multiple destinations). We consider this scenario in detail in Section. IV.
C. Overview of XOR-CoW Protocol Framework
IV. XOR-COW FOR GENERIC INFORMATION TOPOLOGY
The XOR-CoW scheme for a generic information topology can be summarized as follows. All nodes know the information topology -the origin and destinations of the messages. Therefore, all nodes know which messages can be XORed. The schedule of messages G are determined and all nodes know the schedule. For the first phase, the schedule is simple: each message stream is allocated one slot. However, in the second phase (XOR phase), the schedule G X is different:
whenever bi-directional traffic exists in the information topology, allocate one slot for those two messages in G X , else allocate one slot for that single message in G X (as shown in Fig. 3a ). In the first phase, nodes take turn according to the schedule to transmit the messages. All nodes listen when they are not transmitting. In the XOR phase, all nodes that can transmit a message (or an XORed message) transmit according to the XOR phase schedule simultaneously using a DSTC.
In the following section, we focus on the star topology as network coding yields maximum benefits when the traffic is bi-directional [35] , [36] .
V. XOR-COW FOR BI-DIRECTIONAL INFORMATION TOPOLOGY
In this section, we consider bi-directional topologies wherein if a node A has information for node B, then node B also has information for node A. A simple case of bi-directional traffic is the star topology which we will consider here for exposition purposes. A centralized control system can be modeled as a star topology where the network consists of a central controller C and n The purple boxes correspond to the XOR packets where the label corresponds to client node whose DL and UL packets are XORed. This scheme has three phases: downlink phase, followed by uplink phase and then the XOR phase. Let the time allocated for the downlink phase be T D , the uplink phase be T U and the XOR phase be T X such that T D`TU`TX " T . We will describe the protocol with the aid of are the uplink buffers, also at each node. They get populated as messages are decoded. Initially, the controller's downlink buffer is full as it is the origin of all downlink messages (shown by the striped buffers) and its uplink buffer is empty. S1 -S4 start with their corresponding uplink buffer being full (shown by the striped buffers) and their downlink buffers are empty. The starred messages are those that each user is interested in receiving. The controller is interested in the uplink messages of nodes and the nodes are interested in receiving the specific downlink message intended for them.
Schedules:
There are two versions of the XOR-CoW protocol that can be employed: a) fixed schedule protocol and b) flexible schedule protocol. The difference between these two mainly lies in the relaying phase -do all nodes get another shot at getting their message across or only those in need? This is illustrated in Fig. ? ?. 1) Fixed schedule: In this scheme, time is allocated equally for all nodes in the XOR phase -such that they get another shot at sending their messages.
Since the schedule is predetermined, the time at which the message of a particular node is to be transmitted is also known to all users and there is no real need for a scheduling phase to determine the schedule for the XOR phase.
2) Flexible schedule: In this scheme, time is allocated equally only for the nodes which need help in the XOR phase (and no time is given for the messages that have already reached the destination). This scheme requires a scheduling phase since the relays need to be told about the nodes that need help.
Keeping these schemes in mind, we describe the protocol under these schemes.
A. Downlink and Uplink Phases
During these phases, all the nodes are listening whenever they are not transmitting. The Fixed Schedule Scheme: This is followed by the uplink phase, in which the individual nodes transmit their messages to the controller one by one according to a predetermined schedule at
by evenly dividing the time slots among all nodes. In Fig 4 column 3 , the controller successfully decodes the uplink messages of S1 and S2 and the starred uplink buffers of the controller corresponding to these nodes are filled. Since all nodes are listening whenever they are not transmitting, S1 receives the uplink messages of S3 and S4 while S2 receives the uplink message of S4. The nodes which have successfully received the downlink message as well as successfully transmitted their uplink message to the controller are referred to as strong nodes. In Fig. 4 , S1 and S2 are the strong nodes.
Flexible Schedule Scheme: In the uplink phase of the flexible scheduling scheme, the nodes also transmit a one bit ACK to the controller (indicating whether they've successfully received the downlink packet or not). Therefore, the individual nodes transmit their messages (including one bit for an ACK) to the controller one by one according to a predetermined schedule at rate
T U by evenly dividing the time slots among all nodes.
B. Scheduling Phase
This phase is crucial when the flexible scheduling scheme is employed. In this phase the controller transmits acknowledgments to the strong nodes (at the same rate as the downlink phase). This is just 2 bits of information per node for downlink and uplink. The commoninformation about the system's state enables the strong nodes to share a common schedule for relaying messages for the remaining nodes. Note that the schedule only reaches the strong nodes but the nodes which need help do not know the schedule. How will they know which message is intended for them without the knowledge of the schedule? This can be addressed by building in identification of the destination node in the packet such that the nodes can figure out which packet was addressed to them while keeping the transmission rate the same. This approach has been discussed in detail in [37] . Thus, for the remainder of the paper we'll assume that the nodes know which packet was meant for them.
C. XOR phase:
Depending on the scheduling scheme, the time allocated for this phase can either be equally divided among all nodes -corresponding to the rate of transmission is R X "
, or only those that need help -corresponding to the rate of transmission is R X "
where n 1 are the number of unsuccessful nodes. In either case, the strong nodes XOR the downlink and uplink messages of each of the unsuccessful nodes they've heard. During the slot of an unsuccessful node (say node Y ), all the strong nodes that have successfully heard node Y act as simultaneous broadcast relays and transmit the XORed packet using a DSTC.
In Fig. 4 , S3 and S4 are the unsuccessful nodes. In the XOR slot allocated for S3 (Fig. 4 column 3), S1 XORs the downlink and uplink packet of S3 (represented by the purple packet) and broadcasts it. Using the downlink packet of S3, the controller can now recover the uplink packet. Using its own uplink packet, S3 can now recover the downlink packet. The process for S4 is similar and the difference lies in the fact that S1 and S2 simultaneously transmit the XORed packet for S4.
VI. ANALYSIS OF XOR-COW
In this section, we analyze the performance of XOR-CoW. The performance of XOR-CoW's performance for a generic information topology is the same as the performance of Occupy CoW for a generic topology. Therefore, we refer the readers to [5] for the analysis and performance of XOR-CoW when the traffic is not strictly bi-directional. In this paper, we focus on the performance of XOR-CoW for star topology only as we reap maximum benefits in this case.
A. Behavioral assumptions for analysis
Our analysis depends on the following behavioral assumptions in addition to the resource assumptions in Sec. III-A. We assume a fixed nominal SNR on all links with independent Rayleigh fading on each link. We also assume channel reciprocity. Our model assumes a singletap channel 3 (hence flat-fading). Because the cycle-time is so short, we use the delay-limitedcapacity framework [38] , [39] .
A link with channel coefficient h and bandwidth W is deemed good (thus no errors or erasures)
if the rate of transmission R is less than or equal to the link's capacity C " W logp1| h| 2 SNRq. Consequently, the probability of link failure is defined as p link " P pR ą Cq "
As in [4] , if there are k simultaneous transmissions, then each receiver harvests perfect sender diversity of k. For analysis, this is treated as k independent tries that only fail in communicating the message if all the tries fail. We do not consider any dispersion-style finite-block-length effects on decoding. This can be justified in spirit by [40] . We assume that transmission related errors are always detected [41] .
B. XOR-CoW probability of failure
The complete analysis of the performance of the XOR-CoW protocol is described in the A. In this section we mainly present the results and state two theorems which are useful in understanding the results.
Theorem 1:
If an instance of fixed schedule two-hop Occupy CoW protocol (i.e., no rate adaptation in the relaying phases) with equal downlink and uplink phases (
T U 2 " T M ) succeeds, then there is a common downlink and uplink success path for each node in the network.
Proof: If a node successfully decoded the downlink message in one hop, its uplink message also gets through successfully to the controller in one hop (due to channel reciprocity). If a node successfully decoded the downlink message in two hops via a relay Z, then the same relay helps uplink as well -again due to channel reciprocity. 
and a given SNR succeeds, then the fixed scheduling version of XOR-CoW with downlink and uplink phase lengths both equal to T M and XOR phase length also equals to T M succeeds at the same SNR.
Proof: From Theorem 1 we know that the paths for downlink and uplink success when
T M are the same -i.e., either they directly succeed to the controller or they have the same relay helping in both downlink and uplink. These relays essentially have the capability the XOR the packets as they have both the packets as well as good links for transmission. Hence, as long as the rate in the XOR phase stays the same (this is ensured by
, the XOR-CoW protocol also succeeds at the same SNR.
A corollary of Theorem 2 is that while two-hop Occupy CoW would require time 4ˆT M to succeed, XOR-CoW succeeds in time 3ˆT M -i.e., a throughput improvement of .
C. Results and comparison
We explore the performance of XOR-CoW with parameters taken from a contemporary practical application, the industrial printer case described in [2] . The SERCOS III protocol [42] supports the printer's cycle time of 2 ms with system error probability of 10´8. We target the following system requirements for the application: bits/sec/Hz. SERCOS supports a reliability of 10´8 and for our protocol we target a reliability of 10´9.
We define the cycle failure probability as the probability that any packet transmitted during the cycle did not reach at least one of its destinations. Following [4] , [5] and the communicationtheoretic convention, we use the minimum SNR required to achieve 10´9 reliability as our metric to compare XOR-CoW to other schemes. hopping scheme that divides the bandwidth W " 20MHz into k sub-channels that are assumed to be independently faded, for m " 160 bits and m " 480 bits. The curves are annotated with the optimal k. As k (and thus frequency hops) increases, the available diversity increases, but the added message repetitions force each link's instantaneous data rate to be higher. For low n the scheme prefers more frequency hops to exploit diversity benefits. The SNR cost of doing this is marginal because the throughput is low enough that we are still in the linear-regime of channel capacity. For networks with fewer than 7 nodes, this says that using frequency-hopping is great -as long as we can reliably count on about 20 independently faded sub-channels to repeat across, which is not always practical.
D. Optimization
1) Network Coding Optimization: XOR-CoW scheme only allows for the opportunity to XOR two packets and not more. Are we making sub-optimal decisions by restricting to XORing only two packets? We are not and the reason is as follows. In undirected network (wireless networks considered here can be modeled as undirected networks) the throughput improvement that network coding provides when compared to routing only schemes is upper bounded at 2 [43] .
We showed in Sec. VI that the throughput improvement for the best case i.e., the star-topology is actually 4 3 ă 2.
Furthermore, we can model the generic information topology as a multicast session. It has been shown that asymptotically network coding provides no benefits when compared to a pure routing schemes [44] . Additionally, even if we end up with a network realization which can provide significant network coding benefits (a rare event in itself), the coding points (which perform network coding operation) need to know the state of each packet and the network realization to compute the optimium code. The overhead of acquiring this network information state is significant (similar in spirit to why backpressure routing isn't implemented as-is in current networks).
2) Phase Length Optimization:
We consider the XOR-CoW protocol and look at the optimal allocation of time which minimizes the SNR required to meet the performance specifications.
Although the phase length allocations are uneven (as seen in the figure 6b), we find that the SNR saving that we achieve by having different lengths is minimal (as seen in the figure 6a).
The complexity of building a system which can operate at variable rates is extremely difficult and ultimately negates out the small SNR savings achieved by optimization. The strength of the protocol lies in the fact that a simple scheme with equal time allocations with fixed schedule performs almost as good as the optimal scheme -thus paving the way for a practical system.
VII. CONCLUSIONS & FUTURE WORK
In this work, we designed a network coding based wireless communication protocol framework for high-performance control-like systems. We have additionally shown that simple phase length allocations are sufficient and optimizations only provide marginal benefits. In the future, we aim to address the impact of modeling assumptions such as spatial independence, quasi-static behavior, etc., on cooperative communication protocols. Understanding the impact of imperfect sychronization as well as imperfect channel estimation would also be important in making these schemes practical.
APPENDIX
We analyze the XOR-CoW protocol by looking at all the ways at least one of the messages did not reach the destination within the cycle as in [4] , [5] . We achieve this by partitioning the Notation: To effectively present the derived expressions, we provide a guide to the notation that will be used in the following sections. Let a transmission over a single link be an "experiment."
A binomial distribution with n independent experiments, probability of success 1´p, and number of success m will be referred to as
Note that the probability p is the probability of failure, not the probability of success. The probability of at least one out of n independent experiments failing will be denoted as
A link with fading coefficient h and bandwidth W is considered "good" (thus decodable) if the rate of transmission R i is less than or equal to the link's capacity, C " W logp1`|h| 2 SNRq. We assume that the nominal operating SNR is held consistent across the entire system. Consequently, for a rate R, the assumption of Rayleigh fading tells us that the probability of an unsuccessful transmission is defined as
We assume that if R exceeds capacity, the transmission will surely fail (with probability 1). If R is less than capacity, the transmission will surely succeed and decode to the right codeword.
Set Notation: We describe the various sets used in the analysis. Following general convention, the set itself will be represented in script font. The random variable representing the number of nodes in that set will be presented in uppercase letters. Finally, the instantiation of that random variable (the cardinality of the set), will be in lowercase letters. The sets being considered are:
‚ A: the set of nodes successful in the downlink phase. Further divided into disjoint sets r A and q A such that A " r A Ť q A.
r A: the set of nodes which succeed in downlink as well as uplink phases. This is further partitioned into r A X (the set which connects to the controller in the XOR phase) and r A U (the set which cannot connect to the controller in the XOR phase).
q A: the set of nodes which do not succeed in uplink. This set is further partitioned into q A X (which can connect to the controller in the XOR phase) and q A D (which cannot connect to the controller in the XOR phase).
‚ B: the set of nodes that weren't successful in downlink phase but were successful in uplink phase. Further partitioned into disjoint sets r B (has link to the controller in the XOR phase) and q B (doesn't have link to controller in the XOR phase) such that B " r B Ť q B.
‚ C: the set of nodes that succeed only in the XOR phase -both uplink and downlink successes happen in this phase. They can only succeed through relays.
Analysis of XOR-CoW:
Let the time allocated for the downlink phase be T D , the uplink phase be T U and the XOR phase be T X such that T D`TU`TX " T where T is the given cycle time. If we chose to do fixed scheduling then the transmission rates for downlink, uplink and XOR phases are
respectively. If adaptive scheduling scheme is employed, then the transmission rates for downlink, uplink and XOR phases are given by
where r a is the number of nodes that succeeded in both uplink and downlink phases. TheseÃ are called "strong nodes" and all the others need help. Without loss of generality we consider the flexible schedule scheme and proceed with the analysis. Depending on the time allocations for different phases and the number of strong nodes r a, we get the following theorem. where r a is the number of "strong nodes" in both downlink and uplink phases and the corresponding probability of a single failure p X , is
given by Eq. (3). The probability XOR-CoW failure is then
U q is the probability of failure if the relationship between the rates is R D ě R U ą R X ,
is the probability of failure if the relationship between the rates is R D ą R X ě R U ,
is the probability of failure if the relationship between the rates is R U ě R D ą R X , P pfail 4 q " Bpn, a, p D qˆBpa, r a, s U D qˆBpq a, q a X , r DX,DU qˆF pn´r a´q a X , p r a`q a X U q is the probability of failure if the relationship between the rates is R U ą R X ě R D , P pfail 5 q " Bpn, a, p D qˆBpa, r a, s U D qˆBpr a, r a X , s XU qˆp1´P psuccess 5 qq
are the probabilities of failure and success if the relationship between the rates is R X ě R U ą R D , P pfail 6 q " Bpn, a, p D qˆBpr a, r a X , s XD qˆBpn´a, b, q U D qˆp1´P psuccess 6 qq
are the probabilities of failure and success if the relationship between the rates is R X ą R D ě R U , where:
Proof: All potential relays get the schedules in the scheduling phase where the rate of transmission is the same as downlink rate as stated earlier in Sec. III. This ensures that all potential relays (those that have the downlink information) know when to transmit. Additionally, all nodes that need help also know which packet is intended for them as their identity is built into the packet. We look at each case to understand the subtle effects that may arise.
The rates of transmission are as described earlier and the probabilities of a link succeeding in downlink, uplink and XOR phases are given by p D , p U and p X respectively. Fig. 7a shows the exhaustive list of ways to succeed in the first case of the XOR-CoW protocol.
‚ A node can succeed directly to the controller in downlink -these nodes are in set A. As the rate in downlink phase R D is greater than the rate in uplink phase R U , these nodes also succeed in uplink directly to the controller (so they are an overall success). In this case, r
A " A as all of A retain links in the uplink phase and they are potential relays.
‚ A node can gain a link to the controller at the lower uplink rate of R U -these nodes are in set B. They get their downlink message directly from the controller in the XOR phase as all of them retain the link to the controller in the XOR phase. ‚ A node can have both downlink and uplink successes during the XOR phase, if they connected to A in the uplink phase and as the rate R X in the XOR phase is less than R U , the links do not disappear.
To calculate the probability of error of the XOR-CoW protocol, we will unroll the state space and sum over all possible instantiations of the sets of interest that result in failure. The probability of A " a depends on the point to point link to the controller which has a failure probability of p D (we use Eq. (3)). Thus we have P pA " aq " Bpn, a, p D q. The probability that a node does not gain a link to the controller in the uplink phase given it did not have a link in the downlink phase is given by q U D " P pC ă R U |C ă R D q " p U {p D . Conditioned on the realization that A " a, the probability that B " b nodes gain links to the controller is given by
Given A " a and B " b, the probability of a node in Sz pA Ť Bq, failing in the XOR phase is the probability that it doesn't connect to A in the uplink phase. The probability of a single node failing is given by p a U . Thus the overall probability of failure given A " a and B " b is F pn´a´b, p a U q. Thus we get that the probability of failure of the XOR-CoW protocol when the relationship between the rates is R D ě R U ą R X is given by
The rates of transmission are as described earlier and the probabilities of a link succeeding in downlink, uplink and XOR phases are given by p D , p U and p X respectively. Fig. 7b shows the exhaustive list of ways to succeed in the third case of the XOR-CoW protocol.
‚ A node can succeed directly to the controller in downlink -these nodes are in set A. As the rate R D in the downlink phase is lower than the rate R U in the uplink phase, this set is further divided into two disjoint sets r A (which retains the connection to the controller in the uplink phase) and q A (which loses the connection to the controller in the uplink phase). The nodes in r A are the potential uplink message helpers in the XOR phase.
‚ The nodes in q A succeed directly to the controller in the XOR phase as they have the downlink as well as uplink packets to XOR.
‚ A node can have both downlink and uplink successes during the XOR phase, if they connected to A in the uplink phase and as the rate in XOR phase R X is less than R U , the links do not disappear.
To calculate the probability of error of the XOR-CoW protocol, we will unroll the state space and sum over all possible instantiations of the sets of interest that result in failure. The probability of A " a depends on the point to point link to the controller which has a failure probability of p D (we use Eq. (3)). Thus we have P pA " aq " Bpn, a, p D q. Given A " a, the probability that a node in A loses its link to the controller in the uplink phase is given
Thus we get the probability that r A " r a (these do not lose the links) given A " a is Bpa, r a, s U D q. Given A " a and r A " r a, the probability of a node in SzA, failing in the XOR phase is the probability that it doesn't connect to A in the uplink phase. The probability of a single node failing is given by p a U . Thus, the overall probability of failure given A " a and r A " r a is F pn´a, p a U q. Thus, we get that the probability of failure of the XOR-CoW protocol when the relationship between the rates is downlink, uplink and XOR phases are given by p D , p U and p X respectively. Fig. 8a shows the exhaustive list of ways to succeed in the second case of the XOR-CoW protocol.
‚ A node can succeed directly to the controller in downlink -these nodes are in set A. As the rate in downlink phase R D is greater than the rate in uplink phase R U , these nodes also succeed in uplink directly to the controller (they are an overall success). In this case r A " A as all nodes in A retain links in uplink phase. All of these will be potential relays.
‚ A node can gain a link to the controller at the lower uplink rate of R U -these nodes are in the set B. Some of these nodes lose the link during the XOR phase as (since R X ě R U ).
The nodes that retain the links constitute the set r B and the ones which lose the link constitute the set q B. The set r B get their downlink message directly from the controller in the XOR phase but the set q B doesn't. They need to connect to at least one node in A in the uplink as well as XOR phase to successfully receive their downlink message.
‚ A node can have both downlink and uplink successes during the XOR phase, if they connected to A in the uplink phase as well as in the XOR phase (similar to q B).
To calculate the probability of error of the XOR-CoW protocol, we will unroll the state space and sum over all possible instantiations of the sets of interest that result in failure. The probability of
A " a depends on the point to point link to the controller which has a failure probability of p D (we use Eq. (3)). Thus we have P pA " aq " Bpn, a, p D q. The probability that a node does not gain a link to the controller in the uplink phase given it did not have a link in the downlink phase is given by q U D " P pC ă R U |C ă R D q " p U {p D . Conditioned on the realization that A " a, the probability that B " b nodes gain link to the controller is given by P pB " b|A " aq " Bpná , b, q U D q. Given B " b, the probability that a node in B, loses the connection to the controller in the XOR phase is given by
Thus the probability that r B " r b given B " b is given by Bpb, r b, r U X,U D q. Given A " a, B " b and r B " r b the probability of a node in Sz´A Ť r B¯, failing in the XOR phase is the probability that it doesn't connect to A in the uplink and XOR phases. The probability of a single node failing is given by p a X . Thus, the overall probability of failure given A " a, B " b and r B " r b is
Thus, we get that the probability of failure of the XOR-CoW protocol when the relationship between the rates is R D ą R X ě R U is given by
The rates of transmission are as described earlier and the probabilities of a link succeeding in downlink, uplink and XOR phases are given by p D , p U and p X respectively. Fig. 8b shows the exhaustive list of ways to succeed in the fourth case of the XOR-CoW protocol.
‚ A node can succeed directly to the controller in downlink -these nodes are in set A.
As the rate in downlink phase R D is lower than the rate in uplink phase R U , this set is further divided into two disjoint sets r A (which retains the connection to the controller in the uplink phase) and q A (which loses the connection to the controller in the uplink phase).
‚ The nodes in q A are further divided to q A X (those that regain the link to the controller in the XOR phase) and q A D (those that do not regain the link to the controller). The nodes in q A X successfully transmit their own uplink message to the controller in the XOR phase as they have the downlink messages to XOR and the link to transmit.
‚ The nodes in q A D succeed only by connecting to r A Ť q A in the uplink phase (the link back to them will automatically exist in the XOR phase since R X ă R U ).
‚ Any other node can have both downlink and uplink successes during the XOR phase, if they connected to r A Ť q A X in the uplink phase and as the rate in XOR phase R X is less than R U , the links do not disappear.
To calculate the probability of error of the XOR-CoW protocol, we will unroll the state space and sum over all possible instantiations of the sets of interest that result in failure. The probability of A " a depends on the point to point link to the controller which has a failure probability of p D (we use Eq. (3)). Thus we have P pA " aq " Bpn, a, p D q. Given A " a, the probability that a node in A loses link to the controller in the uplink phase is given by
Thus we get the probability that r A " r a (these do not lose the links) given A " a is Bpa, r a, s U D q. Given A " a and r A " r a, the probability of a node in q A gaining a link to the controller in the XOR phase is given by
Thus, we get that q A X " q a X nodes gain links to the controller in the XOR phase with probability Bpq a, q a X , r DX,DU q.
Given A " a, r A " r a and r A X " r a X , the probability of a node in Sz´r A Ť q A X¯f ailing in the XOR phase is the probability that it doesn't connect to r A Ť q A X in the uplink phase. The probability of a single node failing is given by p r a`q a X U . Thus the overall probability of failure given A " a and r A " r a is F pn´r a´q a X , p r a`q a X U q. Thus we get that the probability of failure of the XOR-CoW protocol when the relationship between the rates is R U ą R X ě R D is given by
where, P pfail 4 q " Bpn, a, p D qˆBpa, r a, s U D qˆBpq a, q a X , r DX,DU qˆF pn´r a´q a X , p r a`q a X U q.
The rates of transmission are as described earlier and the probabilities of a link succeeding in downlink, uplink and XOR phases are given by p D , p U and p X respectively. Fig. 9a shows the exhaustive list of ways to succeed in the fifth case of the XOR-CoW protocol.
‚ The nodes in r A are further divided to r A X (those that retain the link to the controller in the XOR phase -thus can act as uplink message relays) and r A U (those that lose the link to the controller). The set r A U can still act a relays for downlink messages.
‚ The nodes in q A succeed only if they connect to r A X in the uplink phase.
‚ The nodes in SzA succeed only in the following way: they must connect to r A X in the uplink phase (to convey their uplink message). They can receive their downlink message either by connecting to r A X in the XOR phase (this is not guaranteed as the rate in the XOR phase is higher) or by connecting to r A U in the uplink and XOR phase.
To calculate the probability of error of the XOR-CoW protocol, we will unroll the state space and sum over all possible instantiations of the sets of interest that result in failure. The probability of A " a depends on the point to point link to the controller which has a failure probability of p D (we use Eq. (3)). Thus we have P pA " aq " Bpn, a, p D q. Given A " a, the probability that a node in A loses link to the controller in the uplink phase is given by s U D " P pC ă R U |C ą R D q " pp U´pD q{p1´p D q. Thus we get the probability that r A " r a (these do not lose the links)
given A " a is Bpa, r a, s U D q. Given A " a and r A " r a, the probability that a node in r A loses link to the controller in the XOR phase is given by s XU " P pC ă R X |C ą R U q " pp X´pU q{p1´p U q.
Thus, the probability that r A X " r A X is given by Bpr a, r a X , s XU q.
The probability that nodes in q A succeed is the probability that they connect to r A X in the uplink phase which is given by 1´p r a X U . Thus the probability that all nodes in q A succeed is p1´p r a X Ua .
For the rest of the nodes, let us calculate the probability of success. To succeed, a node must connect to r A X in the uplink phase. Let us consider that the node is connected to k nodes in r A X .
The probability of this event is Bpr a x , k, p U q. This is essential for uplink success. Downlink can succeed either by connecting to one of these k nodes in r A X in the XOR phase or by having a connection to r A U in the uplink as well as XOR phases. Thus we have the probability of downlink success is´`1´s Thus we get that the probability of failure of the XOR-CoW protocol when the relationship between the rates is R X ě R U ą R D is given by where, P pfail 5 q " Bpn, a, p D qˆBpa, r a, s U D qˆBpr a, r a X , s XU qˆp1´P psuccess 5 qq.
The rates of transmission are as described earlier and the probabilities of a link succeeding in downlink, uplink and XOR phases are given by p D , p U and p X respectively. Fig. 9b shows the exhaustive list of ways to succeed in the second case of the XOR-CoW protocol.
‚ A node can succeed directly to the controller in downlink -these nodes are in set A. All the nodes in set A succeed in uplink as the rate R U is less than R D . Thus, A " r A.
‚ A node can gain a link to the controller at the lower uplink rate of R U -these nodes are in set B. Note that these succeeded only at R U and not at R D and hence these nodes cannot help to get to the controller in the higher XOR phase rate of R X .
‚ The nodes in r A are further divided to r A X (those that retain the link to the controller in the XOR phase) and r A U (those that lose the link to the controller in the XOR phase).
Only r A X can effectively relay the uplink messages of the nodes in need.
‚ The nodes in SzA succeed only in the following way: they must connect to r A X in the uplink phase (to convey their uplink message). They can receive their downlink message either by connecting to r A X in the XOR phase as well (this is not guaranteed as the rate in the XOR phase is higher) or by connecting to r A U in the uplink as well as XOR phase.
To calculate the probability of error of the XOR-CoW protocol, we will unroll the state space and sum over all possible instantiations of the sets of interest that result in failure. The probability of A " a depends on the point to point link to the controller which has a failure probability of p D (we use Eq. (3)). Thus we have P pA " aq " Bpn, a, p D q. The probability that a node does not gain a link to the controller in the uplink phase given it did not have a link in the downlink phase is given by q U D " P pC ă R U |C ă R D q " p U {p D . Conditioned on the realization that A " a, the probability that B " b nodes gain link to the controller is given by P pB " b|A " aq " Bpn´a, b, q U D q. The probability that nodes in B succeed is the probability that they connect to r A X in the uplink phase which is given by 1´p r a X U . Thus the probability that all nodes in A succeed is p1´p r a X U q b . Given A " a, r A " r a and B " b, the probability that a node in r A loses its link to the controller in the XOR phase is given by s XD " P pC ă R X |C ą R D q " pp X´pD q{p1´p D q. Thus, the probability that r A X " r a X is given by Bpr a, r a X , s XD q.
For the rest of the nodes, let us calculate the probability of success. In order to succeed, a node must connect to r A X in the uplink phase. Let us consider that the node is connected to k nodes in r A X . The probability of this event is Bpr a x , k, p U q. This is essential for uplink success. Thus, probability of success in case 6 is given by P psuccess 6 q " p1´p where, P pfail 6 q " Bpn, a, p D qˆBpr a, r a X , s XD qˆBpn´a, b, q U D qˆp1´P psuccess 6 qq.
